
MHC Haplotype Sequencing: An Integrated Approach to Common Disease

Summary
The human major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is recognized as the most important 
genetic region in relation to common diseases including inflammatory, infectious and 
autoimmune diseases as well as transplant medicine. Major national and international 
genome research networks have demonstrated associations between the MHC region    
(~ 4 MB) and numerous disease phenotypes of interest. To move from the regions of 
association to the causative variants, the highly complex nature of the MHC needs to be 
resolved. This requires sequencing individual MHC molecular haplotypes directly and 
completely, both at the population level and in diseases. 

To this aim we have established key resources and technologies:
A unique ’Haploid Reference Resource’ of 100 human fosmid libraries from a   
representative German population cohort (PopGen; 200 haploid genomes) 
A SOLiD next-generation sequencing (NGS) & data analysis pipeline.

To generate MHC haplotype sequence information, the following complementary 
approaches are being taken in parallel:

Classical SNP-based mapping & isolation of MHC haplotype-informative fosmids from 
the pools, separate assembly of two MHC fosmid tiling paths, subsequent NGS; 
Hybridization-/PCR-based enrichment of MHC sequences from the fosmid pools by use 
of microarrays coupled with NGS, 
Direct NGS of the haploid fosmid pools.
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Fig. 1: Human Fosmid Library Construction

Established from a representative German population cohort (www.popgen.de)
HLA-typing of all HRR samples confirms broad spectrum of MHC haplotypes
Availability of genotypic data (Affy 6.0 array, MHC mapping panels)
Good correlation > 0.95 between HapMap CEU and PopGen samples.
Phenotypic data of the PopGen cohort available for the HRR samples

Fig. 3: Principle of MHC fosmid tiling
SNP-based in silico assembly of the two corresponding MHC tiling paths of an individual 
by use of haplotype-informative fosmids shows, that each haplotype in the 4.6 MB mapped 
MHC is on average covered by 6,9 fosmids. 

Fig. 5: NGS of a singe pool with 
15.000 fosmids generates 
genome-wide fosmid sequence 
coverage (red peaks over 
chromosomes). Zoomed out (in  
blue) the MHC region on chr. 6 
demonstrating successful 
identifcation of 19 distinct MHC 
fosmids, which is in agreement 
with our statistical calculations 
and HT SNP mapping results. 

Next Generation SOLiD Sequencing                                                     
Data Production & Analysis Pipeline

Quality control
NGS of 10 BAC clones from the PGF MHC  
reference haplotype confirmed high quality 
performance of our SOLiD sequencing & data 
analysis pipeline with 99,996% sequence identity

Fig. 4: Capture of MHC fosmids & corresponding sequence reads

Selected MHC fosmids have been isolated by application of a magnetic bead-based  
capture technique (HSE, Dapprich et. al.) in a first proof of principle experiment. Target 
sequences are extracted via elongation of specific primers (e.g. HLA-B ) with biotinylated 
nucleotides. The enrichment for HLA-B and further MHC regions has been quantified by 
real-time measurements and subsequent NGS sequencing

Direct Next Gen SOLiD Sequencing of Fosmid Pools
Entire fosmid pools (5.000 cfu or 15.000 cfu/pool) have been sequenced to achieve an 
average 10x sequence coverage. Due to the physical redundancy of our fosmid 
libraries (7x haploid genome coverage) this should allow for a first assembly of MHC 
haplotype sequences. 

Nimblegene 385K Capture Array (Roche)
Three microarrays have been designed to cover ~4 MB of the MHC; modified protocols enabling direct 
hybridization of SOLiD sequencing libraries to the arrays are underway for  testing.

SureSelect RNA baits (Agilent)
The “in-solution” approach is ideally applicable to target complete 40 kb fosmids from the highly variable 
MHC regions. We are testing this approach for both, the enrichment of MHC sequences from SOLiD 
sequencing libraries and from complete fosmids.

The Microfluidic chip (Fluidigm)
The picoscale PCR-based multiplex enrichment of up to 48 targets in 48 fosmid pools is now being 
evaluated for selected loci in the MHC.  

Microdroplet Technology (RainDance)
Amplification of targeted sequences via microdroplet PCR in a 1536-plex format is being evaluated for 
use with our fosmid pools. 

Conclusion
Our complementary approaches provide the basis to assemble the first 
MHC haplotype sequences. Moreover, our lines of research and 
production provide a valuable platform to tackle highly variable genomic 
regions and generate haploid sequences on a broader scale.

1.44 million fosmids per library,  
equivalent to 14x genome coverage and 
7x haploid genome coverage
Libraries are formatted in 3x 96-well  
plates, containing pools of fosmids with 
5000 cfu / well
Each fosmid pool represents a 
subgenome covering 5% of the genome
Probability that fosmids from both  
chromosomes are present in the same 
pool is < 0.0025

Classical Mapping, Tiling & Isolation
Presence and position of MHC haplotype-informative fosmids has been determined by SNP  
typing (~2500 SNPs, MHC SNPlex & Illumina Golden Gate panel) of our fosmid libraries (Fig. 2). 
On average, 93,9% of the mapped MHC region is physically covered. In silico assembly of these 
fosmids in seperate MHC tiling paths (Fig. 3) shows an average 6,9 fosmid coverage for each 
haplotype at any position. Proof of principle isolation of single MHC fosmids by Haplotype 
Specific Extraction (Dapprich et.al.,2008) and subsequent NGS have been performed (Fig. 4)

Tab. 1: On-target ratios of enriched fosmids (A-D) and genomic DNA (E-F) with HybSelect
On average, 68.9% of reads mapped back to targeted fosmids. Enrichment factor varies due to the 
different setups at fixed sequencing volume. 

position rs number AP1-1B  AP2-1B  AP3-1B  SP1-1B  AP1-1C  AP2-1C  AP3-1C  SP1-1C  
29576788 rs1233487 . . . . . . . . 
29580895 rs757256   . AA  . . . . 
29583881 rs3131020 AA . . AA . . . . 
29585800 rs1233478 BB . . BB . . . . 
29588972 rs3094572 BB . . BB . . .   
29591947 rs1592410 AA . . AA . BB . BB 
29594887 rs9257890 BB . . BB . BB . . 
29597027 rs724078 AA . . AA . BB . BB 
29599902 rs2523428 BB . . . . . . . 
29602876 rs969931 AA . . AA . BB . BB 
29609903 rs2745409 BB . . . . AA . AA 
29614239 rs414282 AA . . AA . BB . BB 
29618304 rs362540 . . . . . AA . AA 
29622209 rs398616 . . . . . AA . AA 
29625072 rs376681 . . . . . BB . BB 
29629424 rs389419 . . . . . . . BB 
29631936 rs404240 . . . . . . . AA 
29634919 rs362536 . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 2:  Map of predicted fosmids

HLA-B: 31420517 - 31438525

HybSelect Microarray (Febit)
Experiments were designed to capture a defined number of fosmids from a well characterized fosmid 
pool. Different setups have been tested by use of both, the fosmid sequencing library and a genomic 
library from the same individual. Enriched samples have been directly used for emulsion PCR and 
subsequent SOliD sequencing.

Tab. 2:  SNP calling example, confirming the haploid 
nature of sequenced fosmids as compared to the genomic 
DNA showing heterozygous SNP status

Genomic DNA Fosmid 
cov ref call F3 pos cov ref call F3 pos 
335 C Y 177/17 62511614 595 C T 572/91 62511614

3345 T C 3191/56 62512095 3418 T C 3278/98 62512095
875 G A 862/25 62513689 2089 G A 2048/98 62513689

1795 G K 722/23 62513754 2238 G T 2194/98 62513754
707 C S 528/13 62515375 1134 C G 1107/73 62515375

2643 C Y 1391/20 62517737 3104 C T 2922/98 62517737
643 C Y 417/23 62518998 1033 C T 1014/83 62518998

1074 A R 554/21 62522445 1799 A G 1753/98 62522445
606 C S 226/21 62524689 1053 C G 1049/83 62524689

 

Experiment A B C D E F
N of mapped reads 10.301.616 6.149.123 10.208.660 8.229.700 6.406.322 7.588.588
N of reads on-target 8.208.620 4.750.390 8.269.597 6.552.000 4730140 3289649
Fraction of reads on-target 0,80 0,77 0,81 0,80 0,73 0,43
enrichment factor * 424 248 292 139 52.256 6.998
av. Depth of Coverage 2525 1461 1260 998 1.456 501
target size (kb) 110 162 173 328 110 173

Our SOLiD sequencer has been successfully installed on 
October 31st, upgraded  to V3 in March 09 and since then 
produced  more than 370 GB raw data. 

We have generated about 180 fosmid sequencing libraries 
from more than 40 different fosmid pools, including:

19   Long mate-pair libraries, inserts 600 bp to 12 kb

11   Short mate-pair libraries, inserts 1000 bp to 4 kb

48   Barcode libraries

The latest upgrade to V3+ will increase the sequencing 
throughput 2-fold, and is scheduled for installation this 
month. 

Our data analysis pipeline integrates the standard SOLiD 
analysis with our own analysis pipeline, providing the basis for 
fosmid & MHC specific analyses. 

Features that have been developed include fosmid detection 
programs and components to identify phase-informative 
contigs. In addition, analysis are extended to all seven other 
MHC haplotype sequences (PGF, COX, QBL etc., VEGA). 
Results can directly be visualized in a locally installed UCSC 
Genome Browser. 

Approaches for de novo assembly of highly complex MHC  
regions are being developed. 

A) Highlighted areas represent a manual 
interpretation of the position of a possible 
fosmid. Consecutive SNP hits in a region 
at about 30 kb in fosmid pool AP1-1B  
reveal a haploid fosmid, reflected in  
superpool SP1-1B. The corresponding  
haploid fosmid is shown in pool AP2-1C.

B) Bioinformatic processing of HT data: 
pools containing 5000 cfu (red contigs)  
and superpools containing 15.000 cfu 
(blue contigs) are shown. The overall  
coverage is represented by red and blue 
bars respectively. Landmark genes are  
given in green. 

NGS of one single fosmid pool

Accumulation: NGS of > 40 Fosmid Pools 
Fig. 6: Detailed view of the MHC 
region demonstrating accumulated 
sequence coverage (green)  
generated by sequential NGS  of > 
40 fosmid pools. In fact, high 
numbers of MHC fosmid contig 
sequences (blue bars) have been 
identified,  providing substantial 
coverage of the MHC region. 
The identified fosmid sequences 
are then being aligned to phase 
and assemble MHC haplotype 
sequences by identity of alleles in 
the overlapping regions .  

Hybridization & PCR-based Enrichment
Enrichment of distinct MHC fosmid sequences is being tested with selected front-end  
technologies. Principally, these can be divided into microarray-based hybridization and 
PCR-based amplification approaches. Due to the subgenomic complexity of our fosmid 
pools, we expect a much higher specificity and sensitivity for these enrichment technologies. 
Specifically, the following methods are being used:

Fig.1: Fosmid library production based on modified CSH protocol by Burgtorf et.al. 
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